GCA SCIENCE STATEMENT

GLOBAL SCIENTISTS CALL FOR
ECONOMIC STIMULUS TO ADDRESS
CLIMATE ADAPTATION AND COVID

T

he world is in a growing climate emergency that
requires immediate action1. With global greenhouse
gas emissions rapidly increasing, our fast-warming

world is already experiencing major disruptions from more

where those who are not rich lose out, and cannot react in

-

the timeframe necessary and without resources to make
the required changes.

-

2

-

-

southeast of the United States, as well as typhoons across

they must also repair the damage to nature, because of
its important role in resilience to climate change. If we

-

continue with the unfettered destruction of our natural

the capabilities of nature and humans to adapt.
cost the world $650 billion – more than 0.25 percent of
global GDP for those years3. The UN has warned that by
2040 damages associated with climate change could soar
to $54 trillion4.

our power to ensure our response to both is coordinated

We must continue to mitigate rapidly with ambitious

more sustainable world. The sooner we act the better off
we will be.

systems. It is clear that business as usual is no longer an
This means taking urgent steps to help communities
interference with the climate system”5. We are experiencmillions of people struggle on a daily basis.
disruption to come if we do not act immediately to mitigate

Without adaptation, a changing climate may depress

and adapt our world in response to our changing climate.

growth in global food production by up to 30 percent by
2050. The 500 million small farms around the world will
be most affected7. The number of people who may lack

or expected climate and its effects, in order to moderate

soar from 3.6 billion today to more than 5 billion by 20507.

. Throughout

Rising seas and greater storm surges could destroy urban

6

economies and force hundreds of millions of people in
coastal cities from their homes, with a total cost of more
than $1 trillion each year by 20507. More than 100 million
our climate emergency. Unless we step up and adapt now,
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ised, so existing funds and resources can be targeted
-

If we delay, we will pay.

T

are often not considered because risk assessments are
nature, societies and economies face if they cannot

based upon historical data. The past is no longer a good

adapt to climate change. We conclude that four

action to the pace and scale required.

1

We must adapt in the way we manage and protect
-

natural systems. We can no longer continue to clear

ral systems and humans, it makes economic sense. The

be protected and restored for climate resilience and to
the next decade could generate $7.1 trillion in total net benmanagement of agricultural lands will ensure that our food
ing on natural ecosystems. Understanding and identifying
to four times the cost of the loss and damage that would
10
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-

.

Work to help communities adapt has already started.

lution that accounts for climate risk in the way we
-

protecting forests that hold the most carbon and
those that are accumulating carbon most rapidly,

Looking at risk while incorporating future resilience is
more widespread and based upon a solid understanding
building concrete cyclone shelters. Knowledge is being
understood consequences.

3

shared between cities, countries and continents.
-

Without leadership and commitment from the decileaders to accelerate adaptation action the toll will be

needed in all aspects of society and a resilient economy
will require a highly educated population. More education
is especially important for girls and young women as it
has been shown to increase gender equity, standard of
fertility rates which is a major step in climate adaptation
spatial distribution of climate impacts.

by the Netherlands in January, we as a group of scien-
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changing climate to ensure we limit future damage. We

ENDNOTES

commit to supporting you to adapt boldly, to adapt fairly
and adapt now. We must work together to act and adapt
to our changing climate before it is too late.
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